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DESCRIPTION: 

Image-guided radiation therapy (IGRT) is radiation therapy that employs imaging to maximize accuracy 

and precision throughout the entire process of treatment delivery. This process can include target and 

normal tissue delineation, radiation delivery, and adaptation of therapy to anatomic and biological and 

positional changes over time in individuals. IGRT is the use of imaging at the time of treatment delivery 

to ensure that the location of the target relative to the treatment beams based on a predetermined plan 

is reliably reproduced. IGRT is applicable to highly conformal treatment modalities, such as 3-D 

conformal radiation therapy (CRT), intensity-modulated radiation therapy (IMRT), or heavy particle 

therapy (e.g., proton). IGRT is considered an integral component of treatment delivery with stereotactic 

body radiation therapy (SBRT) or stereotactic ablative radiotherapy (SABR). At the time of treatment 

delivery, IGRT is employed to determine the location of the target (and often the surrounding normal 

organs) at some predetermined frequency. The target location may be determined by a range of 

methods, from soft-tissue volumetric imaging (e.g., CT, ultrasound, MRI) to localization of surrogates, 

such as bone, implanted fiducial markers or external surface markers or features (e.g., by planar imaging 

or fluoroscopy, electromagnetic localization or optical surface imaging). The match or discrepancy 

between the simulated location and the “live” IGRT measurement prior to treatment delivery may be 

determined manually (e.g., visual alignment of the two image datasets), or in some cases, by using 

automated image analysis software. If a discrepancy is found, a correction is applied. In this manner, the 

treatment will be delivered precisely and accurately according to the treatment plan approved by the 

radiation oncologist. (ACR-ASTRO, 2019) 

Several systems, devices, and components for IGRT have received U.S. Food and Drug Administration 

(FDA) 510(k) clearance (e.g., Calypso 4D localization System, RPM Respiratory Gating System). 



Summary and Analysis of Evidence: Image-guided radiation therapy (IGRT) is radiation therapy that 

employs imaging to maximize accuracy and precision throughout the entire process of treatment 

delivery. This process can include target and normal tissue delineation, radiation delivery, and 

adaptation of therapy to anatomic and biological and positional changes over time in individual patients. 

Radiation therapy has long been image-guided, but rapidly evolving imaging technologies have led to 

substantially greater accuracy and precision of radiation delivery. Accurate radiation therapy is 

important even for simple treatments. The need for this improved accuracy and precision has been 

amplified by research, which shows that the accuracy of targeting using IGRT significantly affects overall 

survival. This need for accuracy is potentially being met by ongoing advances in radiation planning and 

delivery that permit much more conformal dose distributions, sharper dose gradients, and higher doses 

per fraction. Thus, IGRT is particularly applicable to highly conformal treatment modalities, such as 3-D 

conformal radiation therapy (CRT), intensity-modulated radiation therapy (IMRT), or heavy particle 

therapy (proton/neutron). With stereotactic body radiation therapy (SBRT) or stereotactic ablative 

radiotherapy (SABR), IGRT is considered a necessary and integral component of the entire procedure 

(ACR, ASTRO 2019). 

POSITION STATEMENT: 

Image-guided radiation therapy (IGRT) (any modality) meets the definition of medical necessity for the 

following indications: 

 Bony anatomy fails to delineate tumor location  

 Dose escalation is planned beyond the usual doses for similar tumors 

 During radiation therapy (e.g., intensity-modulated radiation therapy (IMRT), proton beam 
therapy, stereotactic body radiation therapy (SBRT)) 

 Implanted fiducial markers 

 Reduction of radiation dose to sensitive normal structures (e.g., left-sided breast radiation 
therapy with deep inspiration breath hold technique (DIBH) to spare heart radiation exposure) 

 Target volume is in close proximity to critical structures that must be protected 

 Target volume located near or within critical structures and/or in tissue with inherent setup 
variation 

 Target volume that is subject to daily variation that is due to internal motion 

 Target where the adjacent area has been previously irradiated and abutting fields must be 
precise 

 Volume of interest that must be covered with narrow margins to adequately protect 
immediately adjacent structures. 

BILLING/CODING INFORMATION: 

CPT Coding: 

77014 Computed tomography guidance for placement of radiation therapy fields 



77387 Guidance for localization of target volume for delivery of radiation treatment, includes 

intrafraction tracking, when performed 

HCPCS Coding: 

G6001 Ultrasonic guidance for placement of radiation therapy fields 

G6002 Stereoscopic X-ray guidance for localization of target volume for the delivery of 

radiation therapy 

G6017 Intra-fraction localization and tracking of target or patient motion during delivery of 

radiation therapy (e.g., 3D positional tracking, gating, 3D surface tracking), each 

fraction of treatment  

LOINC Codes: 

The following information may be required documentation to support medical necessity: physician 

history and physical, physician progress notes, plan of treatment and reason for imaged-guided 

radiation therapy (IGRT). 

Documentation Table LOINC 

Codes 

LOINC 

Time Frame 

Modifier 

Code 

LOINC Time Frame Modifier Codes Narrative 

Physician history and 

physical 

28626-0 18805-2 Include all data of the selected type that 

represents observations made six months or 

fewer before starting date of service for the claim 

Attending physician 

progress note 

18741-9 18805-2 Include all data of the selected type that 

represents observations made six months or 

fewer before starting date of service for the claim 

Plan of treatment 18776-5 18805-2 Include all data of the selected type that 

represents observations made six months or 

fewer before starting date of service for the claim 

REIMBURSEMENT INFORMATION: 

Refer to section entitled POSITION STATEMENT. 

PROGRAM EXCEPTIONS: 

Federal Employee Program (FEP): Follow FEP guidelines. 

State Account Organization (SAO): Follow SAO guidelines. 

Medicare Advantage products: 

No National Coverage Determination (NCD) and/or Local Coverage Determination (LCD) were found at 

the time of the last guideline review date. 



DEFINITIONS: 

None applicable. 

RELATED GUIDELINES: 

None applicable. 

OTHER: 

Other names used to report image-guided radiation therapy (IGRT): 

Dynamic Targeting IGRT 

Electromagnetic Transponders 

Intra-fraction Image Guidance 

On-Board Imager 

Real-Time Intra-Fraction 
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COMMITTEE APPROVAL: 

This Medical Coverage Guideline (MCG) was approved by the Florida Blue Medical Policy and Coverage 

Committee on 04/25/24. 

GUIDELINE UPDATE INFORMATION: 

02/15/10 New Medical Coverage Guideline. 

01/01/11 Annual HCPCS update; revised 55876 code descriptor. 

02/15/11 Annual review. Maintain position statement. Updated references. 

10/01/11 Revision; formatting changes. 

05/15/14 Annual review. Maintain position statement. Added heading for “intra-fraction, 

description section. Revised FDA statement for Calypso 4D Localization System, 

description section. Added Medicare Advantage products program exception. Updated 

references. 

01/01/15 Annual HCPCS code update. Deleted 0197T, 76050 and 77421. Added 77387, G6001, 

G6002 and G6017. 

05/15/15 Annual review; position statement unchanged. Updated description and references. 

05/01/16 Revision; deleted “for Treatment Planning and Delivery” from MCG name; deleted 

position statement for intra-fraction localization and tracking of target and imaging 

modalities; added position statement for image-guided radiation therapy; deleted 

32553, 49411 and 55876; added LOINC codes; updated program exception; updated 

references. 

11/15/16 Revision; revised position statement. Updated references. 

10/15/17 Revision; revised position statement. Updated references. 

02/15/18 Revision; updated position statement and definitions. 

01/01/19 Annual HCPCS code update. Revised 77387 code descriptor. 

03/15/21 Review/update. Maintain position statement. Updated references. 

05/15/23 Review: revised description and position statement. Updated references. 

05/15/24 Review; no change in position statement. Updated references 

 


